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In Prunet, Be´land, and Idrissi 2000, we presented evidence from an aphasic subject that argued for the morphemic status of Arabic consonantal roots. We predicted that inaudible glides in weak roots should resurface in metathesis and template selection errors, but at the time the relevant data were unattested. Here, we present such data, obtained from a new series of experiments with the same aphasic subject. Arabic hypocoristic formation offers another case of glide resurfacing. Both sources of data confirm that Arabic consonantal roots are abstract morphemic units rather than surface phonetic units.
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1 Glide Resurfacing in Aphasic Errors

The morphemic status of the consonantal root in Semitic is of special interest to morphologists because it provides a test for competing theories of word formation, most current versions of which reflect Hockett’s (1954) distinction between morpheme-based item-and-arrangement and word-based item-and-process and word-and-paradigm models. Morpheme-based models, such as Halle’s (1973), operate in an input-to-output fashion by appealing solely or partly to affixation processes. By contrast, word-based models function in an output-to-output fashion and posit morphological rules turning words into other words (e.g., Aronoff 1976, S. R. Anderson 1992) or redundancy rules (e.g., Jackendoff 1975) and functions (e.g., Stump 2001, Blevins 2003) relating fully formed words to one another.

Morpheme-based analyses of Semitic recognizing the consonantal root have represented the majority position in Western linguistics for most of the last two centuries. Word-based analyses of Semitic, on the other hand, deny the existence of the consonantal root, often seeing it as
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In Prunet, Beland, and Idrissi 2000 (henceforth PBI 2000), we presented psycholinguistic evidence for the morphemic status of the consonantal root in Arabic. ZT, an Arabic-French bilingual deep dyslexic, produced errors metathesizing root consonants to the exclusion of vowels as well as affixal or epenthetic consonants (e.g., Is-t-i » t.aaf ‘begging (n.)’ error Is-t-ift. aa » nonword, where only the root test √ is affected). ZT produced such errors 25 times more often in Arabic than in French, an empirical result that we interpreted as favoring a representation of word structure in which the root consonants of Arabic stand on a separate autosegmental tier, as in McCarthy 1981.

In PBI 2000:615, fn. 10, we point out that analyzing consonant metathesis as an operation on the root tier leads one to expect both the metathesis of audible glides—as in attested (lawh-at) » lawh-a ‘a painting’—vs error waalh-a in PBI 2000:614—and the resurfacing of silent glides—as in the hitherto unattested (mawat-al) » maut ‘he died’—as error mawmaa nonword (built on the template of yamwaa ‘the dead ones’). Yet errors on silent glides happened to be absent from ZT’s production in our previous experiments. Expanding on the results in Idrissi, Prunet, and Beland 2002, the present article fills this empirical gap and shows, on the basis of new data, that ZT does metathesize silent glides. Cases of glide resurfacing induced by metathesis will be presented in section 3.1.1

Template selection errors, such as wasasii ‘wide’ » error wasasii nonword, where the root is mapped onto a different template, also form a subset of ZT’s morphological errors. Like metathesis errors, template selection errors may be interpreted as evidence for the autosegmental representation of Arabic word structure and the morphemic status of the root, as Idrissi and Kehayia (2004) argue. If ZT’s errors access and operate on abstract roots, one should also expect instances of glide resurfacing induced by template misselection, as in hitherto unattested (tawat-al) » maut ‘he died’—error nawat ‘death’ or (sayar-al) » saar ‘he walked, adjusted’—error m-usaayir

1 We use the term resurfacing to refer to situations where a sound that is underlingly present but phonetically silent in a target word appears phonetically in an error. In the remainder of this article, we also use the following analytic conventions. (a) For the sake of explicitness, we sometimes indicate between forward slashes the underlying representation of the surface form we quote. (b) The arrow after the underlying representation indicates the direction of the derivation. (c) The feminine singular nominal suffix -at is notated /at/ in the underlying representation (e.g., /lawh-at/ ‘painting’), [a] (its pausal allomorph) in the phonetic representation (e.g., [lawh-a]), and /H20855t/H20856 in the graphemic representation (e.g., /H20855lw-H20856t/). (d) Hyphens are always added to indicate morpheme boundaries. (e) The third person masculine subject suffixes -a and -u (as in katab-a ‘he wrote’ and y-aktub-u ‘he writes’) are usually deleted before a pause (see Hoberman 1995:161, Kaye 2007:208); we note these suffixes only in the phonetic representations of those errors where ZT actually pronounced them.
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‘adjusting’. Cases of glide resurfacing induced by template misselection will be documented in section 3.2.

Adding to the aforementioned empirical gap in ZT’s metathesis errors, Davis and Zawaydeh (2001) note the comparable absence of glide resurfacing in Arabic hypocoristics and argue for a new concept of output root that combines properties of both the traditional lexical roots and surface stems. In section 5, we examine the lexical and morphological properties of proper names and the alleged lack of glide resurfacing in hypocoristics. We then conclude that output roots are unnecessary.

This article is organized as follows. In sections 2 and 3, we present ZT’s errors obtained in the new experiments. In section 4, we examine alternative explanations of these errors that are not based on the consonantal root. In section 5, we evaluate the output-root alternative proposed by Davis and Zawaydeh (2001) on the basis of hypocoristics. In section 6, we draw the conclusions of our study.

2 Testing Weak Roots in Aphasic Errors

To test the behavior of silent glides in Arabic aphasic errors, we designed a stimulus set that included a significant number of words based on weak roots (in Arabic grammatical terminology, ٦َا٣٥ْ٥٢ ٦َا٣٥١٥٧). A “weak” root includes a glide in the first position of the root (Arabic ٦َا٣٥١٥٧ ٦َا٣٥١٥٧, or “assimilated” roots; e.g., ٦َا٣٥١٥٧ ٦َا٣٥١٥٧ in waaslaa ‘he found’), in the second position (Arabic ٦َا٣٥١٥٧ ٦َا٣٥١٥٧٧, or “hollow” roots; e.g., ٦َا٣٥١٥٧ in maat ‘he died’), or in the third position (Arabic ٦َا٣٥١٥٧ ٦َا٣٥١٥٧٧, or “defective” roots; e.g., ٦َا٣٥١٥٧ in faqii ‘it sufficed’); see Chekayri 2001 and Chekayri and Scheer 2004. Morphological opacity is introduced by the absence of this glide from some of the surface word forms based on this root (e.g., ٦َا٣٥١٥٧ in maat ‘he died’, maawt ‘death’, y-amaat ‘he dies’, m-ummat ‘causing death’, and mit-a ‘manner of death’) or by its alternating with the other glide (e.g., ٦َا٣٥١٥٧ in muut ‘dead’, mayt-a ‘corpse’). By contrast, a “strong” root includes only nonglides (e.g., ٦َا٢٣٦٥٧ in daxal ‘he entered’, duxuul ‘entering’, m-adxal ‘entrance’, and y-adxul ‘he enters’).

We first tested ZT in 1997, obtaining the results published in PBI 2000, and again in 2001 for the purposes of this article. In the present experiment, a total of 551 word stimuli were presented to ZT in a reading-aloud test. His responses were recorded online and immediately transcribed. We opted for the reading task because it had earlier produced a higher rate of metathesis errors than had the repetition, writing-to-dictation, and picture-naming tasks (PBI 2000: 612). A total of 325 stimuli in the new experiment had an underlying glide that was inaudible in the PR (e.g., maat ‘he died’). The remaining 226 stimuli contained strong roots and displayed no discrepancy between the UR and PR of the root (e.g., daxal ‘he entered’). There were no stimuli based on weak roots displaying audible glides—such as waaasii ‘wide’ and lanha ‘paint-

2 Our description uses the following abbreviations: dial.: dialectal form, intended to represent mainly ZT’s Lebanese Arabic output forms; G: glide; LA: Lebanese Arabic; MSA: Modern Standard Arabic; PR: phonetic representation; UR: underlying representation. caus.: causative; f.: feminine; imp.: imperative; lit.: literally; m.: masculine; n.: noun, pl.: plural; sb.: somebody; sth.: something. As for graphemic transcriptions, we use /H20855/ for the Arabic letter alif to stand for the sounds [u] and [aa], /H20856/ for the letter waaw to stand for [w] and [uu], and /H20855/ for the letter yaaw to stand for [y] and [ii].
—because we know that these stimuli were treated by ZT no differently than stimuli based on strong roots (PBI 2000). Indeed, an audible glide may be metathesized in a metathesis error, as in lawh-a ‘painting’ → error walh-a, mentioned above, or lost in a template selection error, as in muwt ‘death’ → error muat ‘he died’. We included strong roots in the stimuli in order to be able to determine whether the weak or strong nature of the root influenced ZT’s rate of metathesis errors and to compare the pattern and distribution of metatheses obtained in the new experiment with those presented in PBI 2000, as ZT’s errors could have changed owing to the natural evolution of his language deficit.

Results show that ZT’s new errors display the same typology as did his earlier errors (PBI 2000:611, Beland and Mimouni 2001:120, Idrissi and Kehayia 2004:189). That is, he produced visual/phonological errors such as /fasyiliation/ ‘species’ → /fisyla/ ‘virtue’, where the graphemes between angle brackets stand in one-to-one correspondence with those of Arabic spelling. (Note that the Arabic letters for /f/ and /s/ have the same shape except that the latter has a superscripted dot, which must have led to ZT’s seeing /fisyla/ instead of /fasyiliation/ in this error.) ZT also produced semantic errors (e.g., /lawa/ ‘enemy’ → error /lawb/ ‘war’), visual-then-semantic errors (e.g., /huruub ‘running away’ → error /uruub/ ‘wars’), purely phonological errors (e.g., /naam ‘star’ → error /mam/ nonword), and morphological errors (e.g., /miiil ‘he broadcast’ → error /miiil ‘radio announcer’).3

The new corpus also contains a number of metatheses in strong roots, similar to those discussed in PBI 2000. Some examples are given in (1). Some of these errors also involve template misselections.4

(1) Errors showing metatheses of consonants in strong roots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Target Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baras</td>
<td>basar ‘sight’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fukaah-at</td>
<td>kafaah-a nonword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʿulb</td>
<td>iḥlīb ‘grass’ → iḥlīb nonword</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ZT also produced a number of metathesis errors switching the nonglide consonants of weak roots. In (2b), the underlying glide of the output is silent, but we assume its presence in order to account for the length of the vowel, in line with standard analyses of Arabic phonology, to be discussed in section 4.1.

3 By visual error, we mean any error that shares more than half of the graphemes with the target (in the same order). So, although the Arabic graphemes for /f/ does not look like that for /s/, the word /huruub/ ‘running away’ triggers the graphemically close /uruub/ ‘wars’ because the two words share all their letters except the first one. The latter word then triggers semantically related /uruub/ ‘wars’, in a way typical of deep dyslexia’s frequent semantic errors.

4 As was the case in the first corpus, ZT did not commit affixed or epenthetic consonants. The new corpus contains only two errors that could possibly be construed as involving an affix: /muddār ‘director’ → error /marad/ ‘he is recalcitrant, rebellious’, and /mumtāz ‘excellent’ → error /ziit/ ‘oil’ (dial.). The prefix /m/ in the first error and the infix /t/ in the second error seem to be incorporated into the roots of the errors, but only in the second case is the affix affected by metathesis. We assume that inflectional affixes, such as third person singular -e and -a on verbs, are not part of the template. The UAs that we provide for target words are meant to express a linearized representation of word structure. Within a morpheme-based model, a more accurate representation would represent each morpheme on its own auto segmental tier.
As mentioned earlier, metathesis errors involving audible/overt glide consonants were attested in the first corpus (PBI 2000:613–614): ta-waqquf ‘stopping’ → error ta-qawwuf nonword and laymuun ‘lemon’ → error malyuun ‘million’. Errors involving both metathesis of an overt glide and template misselection were not attested in that corpus. This was accidental since these would be normal metathesis errors comparable to the attested m-adxal ‘entrance’ → error xadal ‘stiffen, become numb’ (PBI 2000:621). Such errors were indeed found in the new corpus: bawl ‘urine’ → error balaa ‘he tested’ and s-t-aqaam ‘he stood straight’ → error (/waqiim/ → waalim) nonword.

A review of ZT’s new metathesis errors reveals two stable statistical generalizations. First, the proportion of metatheses in the present experiment is not significantly different from that reported in PBI 2000: 7.07% (39/551, including both glides and nonglides) currently versus 8.18% (119/1455) previously (χ² = 119/1455 previously: 119/1455 previously: 0.09, p = .08). Idrissi and Kehayia’s (2004:190) experiments with ZT revealed a 7.7% (64/836) proportion of consonant metathesis errors that was not significantly different either (χ² = 119/1455 previously: 119/1455 previously: 0.09, p = .08). These consistent statistics show that the errors characteristic of ZT’s deficit are stable. Second, in the present experiment the proportions of metatheses in strong roots (6.63%, 15/226) and weak roots (7.38%, 24/325) are not significantly different (χ² = 119/1455 previously: 119/1455 previously: 0.03, p = .05). In addition, among the metathesis errors on weak roots, the proportions of those that involved the glide itself and those that did not are equal: 12/24 in each case. This indicates that silent glides are just as likely to be metathesized as nonglides.

3 Aphasic Evidence for Abstract Roots

We now turn to the two types of evidence indicating that ZT accesses the underlying root. We call the first type of error \( [M + T] \) resurfacing (short for glide resurfacing induced by a metathesis error combined with a template selection error) when the resurfacing of the silent glide results from a reordering of the target’s underlying root consonants mapped onto a different template. We call the second type of error \( [\overline{M} + \overline{T}] \) resurfacing (short for glide resurfacing induced by a template selection error with no metathesis) because the resurfacing is caused by mapping the target’s underlying root onto a different template. When the resurfacing glide is audible in the output, we call the resurfacing overt (hence, overt \( [M + T] \) or overt \( \overline{M} + \overline{T} \)). When the glide is inaudible in the output but must be assumed to account for the length (or identity and length) of the output vowel, we call the resurfacing covert (hence, covert \( [M + T] \) or covert \( \overline{M} + \overline{T} \)). The resulting four-way classification of the errors is summarized in (3).
(3) Classification of overt and covert glide resurfacing errors produced by ZT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overt</th>
<th>Covert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[+/M, +T]</td>
<td>/s-t-qa'am-aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+/M, +T]</td>
<td>/s-t-qa'am-aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+/M, +T]</td>
<td>/s-t-qa'am-aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+/M, +T]</td>
<td>/s-t-qa'am-aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+/M, +T]</td>
<td>/s-t-qa'am-aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+/M, +T]</td>
<td>/s-t-qa'am-aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+/M, +T]</td>
<td>/s-t-qa'am-aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+/M, +T]</td>
<td>/s-t-qa'am-aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+/M, +T]</td>
<td>/s-t-qa'am-aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+/M, +T]</td>
<td>/s-t-qa'am-aa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the presentation of the aphasic errors below, we occasionally refer to glide-specific rules of Arabic, all of which we will present more explicitly in section 4.1 when we assess the possible role of orthography in ZT’s errors.

3.1 [+/M, +T] Resurfacing

3.1.1 Overt [+/M, +T] Resurfacing The new corpus contains errors in which glides that are silent in the target become audible because of metathesis. These are the very errors whose absence we pointed out in PBI 2000:615, fn. 10. We maintain that the metatheses in (4) do not operate on PRs since the resurfacing glides are absent from the target PRs. For these silent glides to resurface phonetically, ZT must retrieve them from underlying roots, since this is the only level where silent glides are present. For the sake of convenience, it should be noted that some word-medial radical glides can be assimilated to a neighboring vowel (/yi/ or /wi/) in (4d) and (4h), /ya/ or /wa/ in (4f) and (4a,i), deleted between two vowels (/awa/ → [aa] in (4c)), or turned into a glottal stop word-finally (/aay/ → [aa] in (4b)).

(4) Cases of overt [+/M, +T] resurfacing

5 The new corpus contains no [+/M, +T] errors even though the vast majority of the errors reported in PBI 2000 were of this type. Because the new corpus contains only nine metathesis errors, it is too small to draw statistically significant conclusions about what other errors could be found. Among the new metathesis errors collected, four do not belong to the paradigm of their respective targets (as befits [+/M] errors) and five are nonwords. We expect, all other things being equal, that [+/M, +T] errors would be found in a larger corpus of [+/M] errors involving targets that include silent glides.
3.1.2 Covert [\(+M, +T\)] Resurfacing ZT produced a few errors that must be interpreted as metathesizing underlying glides, if we are to explain the length and position of the vowel in the output. These errors also involve template misselection, as did those in (4). We assume that ZT goes, for instance, from target \(y\)-\(aw\) to error \(d\)awd by accessing the underlying root of the target (i.e., \(\sqrt{\text{w}}\)), since silent glides can only be retrieved at the root level.

(5) Cases of covert [\(+M, +T\)] resurfacing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target UR</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Output UR</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(y)-(aw)(-)(il) (y)-(aw)</td>
<td>he promises'</td>
<td>(l)awd</td>
<td>(l)ild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)awl (b)awl</td>
<td>he finds'</td>
<td>(z)awad</td>
<td>(z)aad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 [\(−M, +T\)] Resurfacing

The new corpus also contains template misselections that are not combined with metatheses. These errors occur when ZT combines the root consonants of the target with a different template. The output is often—but not always—semantically related to the target. When the outcome of the combination is unattested, the output is a nonword.

3.2.1 Overt [\(−M, +T\)] Resurfacing In cases of overt [\(−M, +T\)] resurfacing, ZT pronounced a glide that was silent in the target. In all of the examples in (6), we suggest that the glide is again retrieved from the underlying root of the target.

(6) Cases of overt [\(−M, +T\)] resurfacing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target UR</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Output UR</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. (d)(aw)(-)(il) (d)(aw)</td>
<td>'he lit'</td>
<td>(d)aw(d)</td>
<td>(d)aw(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f(aw)z(a)</td>
<td>'he won'</td>
<td>f(aw)z(a)</td>
<td>f(aw)z(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-(at)(ar) m-(at)(ar)</td>
<td>'airport'</td>
<td>t(ay)y(a)(r) t(ay)y(a)(r)</td>
<td>t(ay)y(a)(r) t(ay)y(a)(r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-(aw)(il)(-)(at) m-(aw)(il)(-)(at)</td>
<td>'hunger'</td>
<td>2(aw)(a)(n)(i)(n) 2(aw)(a)(n)(i)(n)</td>
<td>2(aw)(a)(n)(i)(n) 2(aw)(a)(n)(i)(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-(aw)(il)(-)(u) t-(aw)(il)(-)(u)</td>
<td>'you/the arrivers'</td>
<td>w(i)(s)l w(i)(s)l</td>
<td>w(i)(s)l w(i)(s)l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-(aw)q(a)(-)(f) y-(aw)q(a)(-)(f)</td>
<td>'he falls down'</td>
<td>w(i)(q)l w(i)(q)l</td>
<td>w(i)(q)l w(i)(q)l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-(aw)q(a)(-)(f) y-(aw)q(a)(-)(f)</td>
<td>'he stops'</td>
<td>w(a)q(q)l w(a)q(q)l</td>
<td>w(a)q(q)l w(a)q(q)l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t(aw)l t(aw)l</td>
<td>'height'</td>
<td>t(aw)l t(aw)l</td>
<td>t(aw)l t(aw)l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. m-(a)(d)(a)f m-(a)(d)(a)f</td>
<td>'added'</td>
<td>d(a)y(y)l d(a)y(y)l</td>
<td>d(a)y(y)l d(a)y(y)l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. (a)(z)(w)(a)b-a (a)(z)(w)(a)b-a</td>
<td>'he answered'</td>
<td>2(a)w(a)b-a 2(a)w(a)b-a</td>
<td>2(a)w(a)b-a 2(a)w(a)b-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s(a)w(a)q-a s(a)w(a)q-a</td>
<td>'he drove'</td>
<td>s(a)w(a)q-s(a)w(a)q-a</td>
<td>s(a)w(a)q-s(a)w(a)q-a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In (6a), the underlying glide surfaces in a morphologically related word. For instance, the [w] that resurfaces in the first error aw≈ is present neither in the target PR≈ nor in its spelling (؟؟؟؟). Under our interpretation, it must therefore be retrieved from the target root √, which is only accessible in the UR of the target. The same conclusion holds for both (6b), where the output is a word but is—at least synchronically—semantically unrelated to the target, and (6c), where the output is a nonword.

The same argument can be deployed from the errors in (7). Arabic has a rule turning both /w/ and /y/ into a glottal stop after [aa] morpheme-finally (e.g., (/du«aaw/ «call, prayer versus du√aaw- tu 'I called, I prayed') and between [aa] and [i] in some morphological contexts (e.g., m-ussiwi« 'afraid' versus (xaaawi« «'ears' and m-ussiwiir« 'adapting, adjusting' versus (xaaawiir- tu «'walking'). Though the contrast between the two glides is neutralized phonetically and graphemically (both are pronounced [≈] and are written /H20855≈/H20856), the proper underlying glide resurfaces in these errors. This again suggests that errors are based on URs rather than surface forms.

3.2.2 Covert [M, T] Resurfacing

In addition to overt cases of [M, T] resurfacing, ZT produced covert cases of [M, T] resurfacing where the glide is not audible in the output but its presence manifests itself in the long vowel. These errors are classified in the same way as those in (6). In (8a), the target and the output belong to the same morphological paradigm. The same holds in (8b) except that the target and the output are semantically distant. In (8c), the output is a nonword.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target UR</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Output UR</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>faawiz</td>
<td>faaiz  ‘winner’</td>
<td>→ faaw fawz  ‘victory’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taa˘ir-at</td>
<td>taa˘ir-‘airplane’</td>
<td>→ tayyaar-at tayyaar- ‘woman pilot, kite’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given that the output glides of (6) and (7) can neither be heard—when the targets are spoken—nor seen—when the targets are written (except for /tuul/ ‘height’ in (6a))—their resurfacing cannot be attributed to operations on surface forms. The errors must have been mediated by the UR, the only level where weak roots are intact and from which a phonetically silent glide can be retrieved.

3.2.2 Covert [M, T] Resurfacing

In addition to overt cases of [M, T] resurfacing, ZT produced covert cases of [M, T] resurfacing where the glide is not audible in the output but its presence manifests itself in the long vowel. These errors are classified in the same way as those in (6). In (8a), the target and the output belong to the same morphological paradigm. The same holds in (8b) except that the target and the output are semantically distant. In (8c), the output is a nonword.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target UR</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Output UR</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ayy-‘a</td>
<td>ʔaʔaʔ</td>
<td>‘he broadcast’</td>
<td>→ m-yyiʔ m-yyiʔ ‘radio announcer (m.)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anwar-ә</td>
<td>ʔanwar</td>
<td>‘he shed’</td>
<td>→ y-anwiি u y-anwi ‘he sheds light’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bay-‘a</td>
<td>baʔi</td>
<td>‘he sold’</td>
<td>→ bai й sellí ‘selling’ (dial.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√aw-ʔa</td>
<td>√aʔq</td>
<td>‘he tasted’</td>
<td>→ √aʔq √aʔq √aʔq ‘taste, taste (imp.)’ (dial.)</td>
</tr>
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The reasoning behind our analysis of covert \([-M+T]\) resurfacing parallels that behind our analysis of covert \([-M]+[T]\) resurfacing. It can be illustrated by means of the first error in (8a).

The output \(m-\text{u}C\text{i}C\) exhibits the usual characteristics of weak roots. First, its stem displays only two phonetic consonants, which suggests that its vowel hides the third consonant characteristic of Arabic stems. Second, its template is \(m-\text{u}C\text{i}C\), just like the one in \(m-\text{unti}\) ‘producer’ or \(m-\text{rif}\) ‘supervisor’. It follows from both observations that the long \([\text{i}i]\) in error \(m-\text{u}C\text{i}C\) should be attributed to the spreading of /i/ onto the templatic position of the preceding /y/ or to the vocalization of this glide (i.e., /m-\text{u}C\text{i}C/). Since, as we will show in section 4.1, both /yi/ and /wi/ can surface as \([\text{i}i]\) (cf. /m-\text{u}C\text{i}C/ ‘radio announcer’ and /m-\text{uxwif}/ ‘scaring’), the identity of the underlying glide cannot be deduced from the output stem alone, but its presence and position can. The output stem alone reveals that this is a hollow root. To identify the segmental nature of this glide, we also need to examine related words.

### 3.3 Other Errors on Glides

The new corpus also contains substitution and deletion errors. We will show that inaudible glides (presented in (9) and (10)) and audible nonglides (presented in (11)) are again subject to the same error types. We interpret these errors as being compatible with our claim that ZT’s errors operate on URs rather than surface forms. However, we do not invoke them as evidence for the root in

### 3.4 Other Errors on Glides

The new corpus also contains substitution and deletion errors. We will show that inaudible glides (presented in (9) and (10)) and audible nonglides (presented in (11)) are again subject to the same error types. We interpret these errors as being compatible with our claim that ZT’s errors operate on URs rather than surface forms. However, we do not invoke them as evidence for the root in.
Arabic morphology. Models that do not appeal to the root can account for these errors equally well.

Examples of substitution errors are given in (9). In these errors, the underlying glides are replaced with either another glide or a glottal stop. The roots of the targets share only two consonants with the roots of the outputs. The errors in (9b) also involve metathesis.

(9) Substitution of glides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root of target</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. 3wd</td>
<td>Ẓāad</td>
<td>‘he was good’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bgy</td>
<td>bqaṣal</td>
<td>‘staying’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wfd</td>
<td>y-afd</td>
<td>‘he arrives’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ryḥ</td>
<td>ṭal-a</td>
<td>‘feather’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṣyil</td>
<td>ẓiil</td>
<td>‘generation’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second group of errors, shown in (10), seems to involve the deletion of the underlying glide. The target root becomes biconsonantal and behaves as is standardly assumed: either the second consonant or both consonants are doubled to satisfy the template (McCarthy 1981:396, Lowenstamm and ElMhammedi 1995:130). The errors in (10b) also involve metathesis. The glide can undergo deletion or substitution regardless of whether it is in the onset or coda position.

(10) Deletion of glides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root of target</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Root of output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. 3wd</td>
<td>Ẓāad</td>
<td>‘he was good’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub</td>
<td>ṭaṣṣāb</td>
<td>‘he hit a target’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṣhwd</td>
<td>ṭaṣṣā-ā</td>
<td>‘excelling’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḵyṣ</td>
<td>ṭal-ā</td>
<td>‘living, life’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭyṣ</td>
<td>ṭal-a</td>
<td>‘nur’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wṣf</td>
<td>y-awṣf</td>
<td>‘he describes’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḡw</td>
<td>ṭaṣṣal</td>
<td>‘roughness’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṣwıl</td>
<td>ṭaṣṣal</td>
<td>‘he took sth. off’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wfd</td>
<td>y-afd</td>
<td>‘he arrives’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ḟyd</td>
<td>s-suṣṣal</td>
<td>‘he benefited’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ḏyf</td>
<td>ṭaṣṣaf</td>
<td>‘he added’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭyḥ</td>
<td>ṭaḥḥ</td>
<td>‘wind’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ḳky</td>
<td>ṭuṣṣaṣ</td>
<td>‘crying’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*We consider this error a case of substitution of alveopalatal [ʕ] for the palatal segment [y] rather than a case of deletion, because ZT’s deletion errors typically lead to spreading (or copying) of C₂ to the right. The pattern of this particular error—namely, C₁C₂C₃—is an unusual example of spreading (or copying).*
The errors in (11) show that glides and high-sonority nonglide consonants are treated alike. The substitutions of nonglides in (11a) and deletions of nonglides in (11b) parallel the substitutions of glides in (9) and deletions of glides in (10), respectively.

(11) Substitution and deletion of nonglides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root of target</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Root of output</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. wdh</td>
<td>wuduš</td>
<td>‘clarity’</td>
<td>wduš wuduš ‘ablution’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndm</td>
<td>ndam</td>
<td>‘regret’</td>
<td>bdm badam nonword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. mntaafi</td>
<td>mnt</td>
<td>‘half’</td>
<td>mnt mnt ‘row’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nqš</td>
<td>nqš</td>
<td>‘lack’</td>
<td>gš qossatuš ‘scissors’ (dial.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nl</td>
<td>nal</td>
<td>‘progeny’</td>
<td>nl sualatuš ‘descendants’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsf</td>
<td>nsf</td>
<td>‘type’</td>
<td>nsf aff ‘row’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xs</td>
<td>xs</td>
<td>‘outcast’</td>
<td>xs xsis ‘mean’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Åm</td>
<td>Åm-a</td>
<td>‘star’</td>
<td>Åm Åm ‘part’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Alternative Explanations for Glide Resurfacing

The errors in (11) show that glides and high-sonority nonglide consonants are treated alike. The substitutions of nonglides in (11a) and deletions of nonglides in (11b) parallel the substitutions of glides in (9) and deletions of glides in (10), respectively.

4 Alternative Explanations for Glide Resurfacing

The evidence for the resurfacing of glides that we just reviewed reveals that ZT’s errors treat silent glides just as they do audible nonglides. We take this to show that these errors operate on underlying roots, since silent glides are only present underlyingly. We see a convergence between our aphasic evidence for the presence of glides in the URs of Arabic weak roots and evidence obtained recently in two priming experiments with normal adult Arabic and Hebrew speakers.

In priming experiments on Arabic words based on weak roots, Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson (2004) show that a word based on a weak root containing a silent glide facilitates access to another word containing the same root with an audible glide. For example, (/w-t-ittaaq/ \(\approx\) ittitaq ‘agreement’ primes waafaq ‘he agreed’ in the same way that (/k-t-iktitaab/ \(\approx\) ikititaab ‘subscription’ primes kaatab ‘he corresponded’, where priming—according to these authors—is mediated by the root morphemes √wfq and √ktb, respectively. They also report that priming is found even in the absence of shared meaning, so that (/w-t-itti\(\ddot{a}\)-ah/ \(\approx\) itti\(\ddot{a}\)-ah ‘destination’ primes waa\(\ddot{a}\) ‘he confronted’, where the prime and the target share √w\(\ddot{a}\). In both cases, these authors interpret the priming effect as evidence for (a) the existence of consonantal roots in Arabic and (b) the presence of glides in weak roots. Velan et al. (2005) reach similar conclusions from masked-priming experiments in Hebrew. Our study concurs with these results: ZT’s errors reveal access to the silent glides of weak roots just as priming does in these two studies.

In what follows, we articulate two alternative explanations for the glide resurfacing observed in ZT’s errors. First, the resurfacing of silent glides could be an artifact of Arabic spelling. For instance, ZT could have pronounced m-adiin ‘indebted’ as nonword daniy (with a [y] instead of [w]; see (4d)) because the written stimulus (mdyn) contains the grapheme (y). This orthographic
explanation is evaluated in section 4.1. Second, the resurfacing of silent /w/ in, for example, s-t-aqaam 'he stood straight' → error waššim in (4a) and ḫadāʕi? 'he lit' → error daw? 'light' in (6a), could be attributed to the fact that the target and the output—or some intermediate form leading to the output—share the same meaning and/or belong to the same morphological paradigm, rather than being attributed to access to word-internal structure. We evaluate this alternative explanation in section 4.2.

4.1 Is Glide Resurfacing Due to Arabic Spelling?

The main reason why spelling cannot cause the resurfacing of silent glides is that Arabic spelling is almost entirely phonetic. 7 If a glide is absent from the PR of a stimulus, it is also absent from its written form, and vice versa. It stands to reason that a glide that is absent graphemically cannot cause spelling-based errors. This reasoning applies to the glide resurfacing observed in both [+/M, +T] and [−M, +T] errors, be they overt or covert. To illustrate, consider the [+/M, +T] resurfacing in the errors s-t-aqaam (staqam) → waššim (waššim) in (4a) and ḫadāʕaf (ḥadhāʕaf) → ḥadhāʕaf (ḵadhāʕaf) in (4c). The written forms of these targets lack the graphemes /w/ and /y/ altogether and therefore cannot provoke the resurfacing of [w] and [y]. Only in two [+/M, +T] resurfacing errors can the influence of spelling not be ruled out: m-adiin (mdinn) → dāniy (dāniy) and m-asiib-a (mṣīḥā-a) → ṣubīḥ (ṣubīḥ). Spelling cannot explain [−M, +T] resurfacing errors either since in only one error was the resurfacing glide present in the spelling of the target: t-twul (twal) → tawiil (twiil). We now show that two other factors make the case against spelling even stronger in its details than it already is in the general form just presented.

First, our previous arguments against a graphemic explanation of ZT’s metatheses (PBI 2000: 616–618) apply mutatis mutandis to the new corpus. One such argument mentioned that ZT never metathesized either the consonantal graphemes representing long vowels (called matres lectionis, or ‘mothers of reading’) or the consonantal graphemes representing affixal consonants, though he sometimes metathesized the same graphemes when they transcribed root consonants. For example, he never metathesized (w) and (y) in errors such as m-athwaad (māṭhwād) ‘effort’ → m-athwaad (māṭhwād) nonword and sanaаzik (sxnзysx) ‘pigs’ → sanaаzik (sxnзysx) nonword. If ZT had metathesized graphemes, he would have metathesized them all, but instead his errors singled out root consonants and left out all other graphemes.

The second argument against a graphemic explanation of ZT’s errors comes from the fact that phonological rules specific to Arabic glides make underlying glides irretrievable from surface forms, be they phonetic or graphemic. (For discussion of Arabic weak roots, see Bräme 1970, Chekayri and Scheer 1996, 2004, Åkesson 2001:270–376, Chekayri 2001, 2006, and Rosenthal 2006.) In the columns in (12), recall that prepausal forms lack the final suffixal vowel and hence

7 An exception is the definite article /al/, written /H20855≈l/H20856. Although in speech its liquid consonant totally assimilates to a following coronal consonant (e.g., /al-taʔlīb/ → [ʔlaʔtlaʔlīb] ‘the student’), its written form is always /H20855≈l/H20856.
are all glide-final: for example, in \((12a)\) /y-armiy-u/ \(<\prepausal>/y-armiy/\) and \(\prepausal]/ramay-a/\) /ramay/ \(<\prepausal>/ramaa/\).

8 We apply the standard methodology of generative phonology in treating all these rules on an equal footing, even though we have reasons to believe that they exhibit different degrees of productivity and category specificity. This idealization is necessary because there seems to be no study that explores these issues in any dialect of Arabic, including Classical Arabic. We control for these differences by comparing strictly isomorphic URs. As evidence of variation and idiosyncrasies, consider that the dialectal rule \(\approx\) in \((6a)\) applies to the word-medial sequence /wi/ in /xaawif/ \(<\text{[xaayif]}\) 'scared' but not to the word-initial sequence /wi/ in /wis\(\approx\) 'he arrived'. Likewise, the word-medial sequences \(\approx\) and \(\approx\) of \((12)\) become \(\approx\) in /m-afyad/ \(<\text{mafaad}\) 'content' and /m-alwam-at/ \(<\text{malaam-a}\) 'blame' but not in \(\approx\) \(<\text{abyad}\) \(*\approx\text{abaad}\) and \(\approx\approx\) 'black' (*\approx\text{asaad}\).

Similarly, /aya/ and /awa/, to be discussed with respect to \((13)\), lead to \(\approx\) in verbs, as in /fayad ./ \(<\text{faad}\) 'it flooded' and /xawan/ \(<\text{xaan}\) 'he betrayed', but not in all nouns, as in /fayad.-aan/ \(<\text{fayad}\) \(-\text{aan}\) 'flood' and /xawan-at/ \(<\text{xawan-a}\) 'traitors'. These rules are also sensitive to derivational levels. For example, the rules \(\approx\approx\) and \(\approx\approx\) in \((13c)\) apply in /s sexist/ \(<\text{sa}\text{a}t}\approx\text{iz}\) 'winning, winner' but not in /m-usaayir/ \(*\approx\text{musaa}\approx\text{ir}\) 'adapting' and /m-uqaawil/ \(*\approx\text{muqaa}\approx\text{il}\) 'contractor'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>PR</th>
<th>PR</th>
<th>Pattern as in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iy</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>m-adyin</td>
<td>m-adyin 'indebted (lit.: the person upon whom the debt lies)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya</td>
<td>m-alwam-at</td>
<td>m-alwam-a</td>
<td>m-alwam-a 'blame (n.)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ay</td>
<td>m-aktab-at</td>
<td>m-aktab-at</td>
<td>m-aktab-at 'library'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uu</td>
<td>m-awaawid-at</td>
<td>m-awaawid-at</td>
<td>m-awaawid-at 'adapting'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In every case, the Arabic spelling matches the PR and contains a long vowel whose graphemic representation seldom reveals the nature of the underlying glide. For instance, [ii] \(<\text{y}\>) can result from either /yi/ or /wi/. Likewise, [aa] \(<\text{a}\>) can emerge from either /ya/ or /wa/, or even from /ay/ or /aw/. Consequently, neither the phonetic output nor the spelling can guide the resurfacing of glides.

The same conclusion can be drawn from the glide-specific rules of deletion in \((13a)\)–\((b)\) and substitution in \((13c)\)–\((d)\).
(13) Glide-specific rules of deletion and substitution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>UR PR UR PR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. aya → aa taar  &quot;he flew&quot; dixal-a &quot;he entered&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ayu → aa taab  &quot;it is well&quot; kabur-a &quot;he grew up&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uyi → ii buur-a buur-a &quot;it was sold&quot; khat-a &quot;it was written&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. awa → aa mawat-a mawat-a &quot;he died&quot; katab-a &quot;he wrote&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awu → aa awul-a awul-a &quot;he grew tall&quot; katab-a &quot;he grew up&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uwi → ii quwil-a quwil-a &quot;it was said&quot; kutib-a &quot;it was written&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-ad → y-ad y-ad &quot;he describes&quot; y-adib-a &quot;he hits&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. y → ?? saayir saayir &quot;walking&quot; kaatib &quot;writing&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. y → ?? yabaay yabaay &quot;stupidity&quot; malaak &quot;angel&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w → ?? dafir dafir &quot;prayer&quot; rumax &quot;shouting&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here too, the written form of the word is a transcription of its PR. For instance, the spelling of the forms in (13c) transcribes the phonetic glottal stop but not the glides that underlie it (/faawiz/ [faa≈iz]/H20855 and /saayir/ [saa≈ir]/H20856), and the same is true for the forms in (13d). Yet ZT’s forms display glide resurfacing in comparable words listed in (6a) (e.g., tawdaa/ → daw/ and ?? tawdaa → tawdaa/ → tawdaa-a). In still other errors, the spelling even fails to lead ZT astray regarding the segmental nature of the underlying glide. If ZT’s errors were based on spelling, y would lead to the resurfacing of [y] instead of [w].

We conclude that ZT’s production errors displaying resurfacing of silent glides cannot be attributed to (misinterpretations of) Arabic orthography.

4.2 Is Glide Resurfacing Due to Paradigmatic Relations?

Let us now consider the possible role of paradigmatic relations in glide resurfacing in ZT’s errors. One could maintain that ZT produces either outputs that are lexically—that is, morphologically and/or semantically—related to the target, or outputs that are altered forms of intermediate words that are lexically related to the target. This reasoning would garner support from the fact that morphological errors, semantic errors, and visual-then-semantic errors are characteristic of ZT’s deficit (see section 2). Before we assess this alternative analysis, let us give a classification of ZT’s errors that are relevant to the present discussion. First, in the present corpus, ZT’s metatheses yield outputs that are either words or nonwords. When the metathesized form coincided with an existing word of Arabic, the output was never morphologically or semantically related to the target. Let us call this situation [F − F, − S], where F stands for shared form or morphological structure and S for shared semantics (as in (14a)). Similarly, the output of a template selection error can be either a word or a nonword. However, when it coincides with an existing word, it can be either both
morphologically and semantically related to the target or only morphologically related to it. Let us refer to these situations as \([+F,+S]\) and \([+F,−S]\), respectively (as in (14b)). All of these possibilities are summarized and illustrated in (14).

(14) A classification of ZT’s errors according to the type of output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ([+M,+T])</td>
<td>1. word ([−F,−S])</td>
<td>waqiim ‘bottom’ (→) waaqit ‘reality’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. nonword</td>
<td>x-t-aqaam ‘he stood straight’ (→) waaqit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ([−M,+T])</td>
<td>1. i. word ([+F,+S])</td>
<td>ḳawiim ‘straight’ (→) doar ‘light’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. word ([+F,−S])</td>
<td>m-udaaf ‘added’ (→) dawiyf ‘offer food to sb.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. nonword</td>
<td>ḳaazi ‘he answered’ (→) ḳawiba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us then assume, for argument’s sake, a strictly word-based view of morphology where morphemes play no role, and where words are fully listed in the lexicon and grouped into morphological paradigms or families (e.g., Stump 2001, Blevins 2003). Within this perspective, ZT’s errors may be explained as follows. Upon seeing a word, ZT activates its paradigm, scans the list of (possibly all) the morphological and semantic relatives this paradigm contains, and wrongly selects one of them to produce one of three types of error. First, he may leave the word unchanged and yield a \([−M,+T]\) error where the output is a morphologically and semantically related word, as in ʿnawala/‘he lit’ \(→\) daawiyf ‘light’ (i.e., \([+F,+S]\), as in (6a) and (7)). Second, he may produce a morphologically related but semantically distant word, as in m-udaaf ‘added’ \(→\) dawiyf ‘offer food to sb.’ (i.e., \([+F,−S]\), as in (6b) and (8b)). Third, he may err on the selected word and produce a \([−M,+T]\) error where the output is a nonword, as in (6c) ḳaazi ‘he answered’ \(→\) ḳawiba, which is clearly a mispronunciation of ḳawiba ‘answers’.

When presented with a word, ZT may also produce a \([+M,+T]\) error where the output can again be either an existing word or a nonword. For example, in reading saafiy ‘secrecy’ as saayif ‘scared’, he may have browsed through the list of related words. Among these, he may have wrongly selected /saafii/ ‘secret, unknown’, over which he then performed a metathesis error yielding /saayif/ ‘scared’ (i.e., \([−F,−S]\)). In the same vein, when reading x-t-aqaam ‘he stood straight’, ZT may have retrieved qawiim ‘straight’ from the paradigm of the target and then metathesized its root consonants to produce /twaqim/ \(→\) waqiim nonword.

The analysis outlined so far would then account for all cases of glide resurfacing seen in template selection errors where the output and the target are both semantically and morphologically related, that is, \([+F,+S]\) in (6a), (7), and (8a). It would also account for cases where the target and the output share no meaning, that is, \([+F,−S]\) in (6b) and (8b). Obviously, an explanation based solely on semantic relatedness would explain \([+F,+S]\) errors but would fail to account for \([+F,−S]\) cases since in none of them is the output semantically related to the target.

Both the semantic relatedness analysis and the more general paradigmatic analysis can explain a subclass of nonword outputs, namely, those that can be treated as simple phonological errors on a word that is lexically related to the target (e.g., \([+M,+T]\) \(→\) x-t-aqaam ‘he stood straight’ \(→\) error waqiim nonword, possibly via qawiim ‘straight’, and \([−M,+T]\) \(→\) kaazi ‘he an-
sweared' → error *ta`ywiba* nonword, probably via *ta`yib*a- 'answers'). Both analyses can also explain the [+M, +T] error in (4b), *safaal* 'secrecy' → *saayif* 'scared', where the output might be the metathesized form of *saayif* 'secret, unknown', a word that is clearly lexically related to the target.

However, neither type of intraparadigmatic analysis can explain any word or nonword output where there is no existing word that is lexically related to the target to mediate between target and output. Thus, at least the errors in (4c) and (4i) would remain unexplained under either analysis, as the targets do not have related forms with overt glides that could be metathesized to yield the observed errors. An anonymous reviewer suggests that this problem may be solved by invoking interparadigmatic comparison. Since new forms can be coined through analogy, metatheses such as *qaa* ‘bottom’ → error *waqqil* ‘reality’ (4c) could involve misselection of a template from a paradigm different from that of the target word, to which the metathesized root consonants would subsequently be mapped. In the example at hand, the alleged intermediate form *quaawil* (triggered by *quaaf*) could be built by analogy with the pair *quaaf* ‘he was scared’ and *saayif* (/<*xaawif*>) ‘scared’, although *quaawil* itself does not exist. However, this scenario is possible only within a model that allows access to the root *quaaf* with the correct labial glide. In fact, in the presence of pairs such as *saar* ‘he walked’ – *saayir* (/<*xaawir*>) ‘walking’, the unattested error *waqqil* would be just as likely as attested *waqqil*. We thus conclude that analogy alone cannot explain these errors and that ZT must be guided by the extracted root. Crucially, it is that very access to underlying roots that is unavailable within a strictly word-based morphology.

It could be objected that, in a few metathesis errors, ZT may infer the resurfacing glide, not from the underlying root but from the members of the paradigm that display that glide. For example, in *m-adim* ‘indebted’ → *daaniy* nonword (4d), he could retrieve the glide from *daayn* ‘debt’, *daayuun* ‘debts’, *m-a`duyuuun-iyya* ‘debt (of a country)’. Alternatively, one could suggest that such errors involve template misselection and glide insertion. For example, in *m-adim* → *daaniy*, ZT could wrongly select the CVC template, map the two consonants of the stem (/d/ and /n/) from left to right onto this template, and then insert [y] to fill the empty C-slot. A major empirical problem with both analyses, however, comes from the allomorphic variations that characterize weak roots: both glides are often found in the same paradigm. For example, *s-t-aqaam* ‘he stood straight’ belongs to the same paradigm as *qiyaam* ‘standing (straight)’, *quyyam* ‘standing (straight) (pl.)’ (which display [w]), and *m-us-t-aqiim* ‘straight’ and *y-aquum* ‘he stands (straight)’ (which display neither). Random selection of one of the two glides from the allomorphs of this paradigm or random insertion should yield random resurfacing of [y] and [w] in aphasic errors, but this is not what we observe. ZT’s errors always pick the glide that linguistic analysis would see as underlying. This is explained under our analysis since we claim that ZT’s errors access URs, but random selection among the list of allomorphs or random insertion would leave the systematicity in glide resurfacing unexplained.

In addition to the above, neither a paradigmatic representation nor a semantic approach can account for ZT’s errors on nonword targets since these do not belong to morphological families,
nor do they occupy nodes in semantic networks. In (15), we present unpublished examples of nonwords taken from our 1997 corpus. These errors show that ZT extracts and metathesizes even the roots of isolated nonwords (possibly by means of a process such as Bat-El’s (1986) root extraction). These errors are possible only within a model of morphological representation that allows automatic segregation between the root and the template, that is, the kind of model we advocate. If these metathesis errors operated on surface representations unaided by some form of root extraction, one would expect vowels to be involved as well, but they are not.

(15) Errors on nonwords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root of target</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Root of output</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ʔsx</td>
<td>ʔasax</td>
<td>→ ʔxs</td>
<td>ʔnasax nonword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ꜱةٍ</td>
<td>ꜱةٍ</td>
<td>→ ꜱةٍ</td>
<td>ꜱةٍ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٪ًاٍ</td>
<td>ꜱةٍ</td>
<td>→ ꜱةٍ</td>
<td>ꜱةٍ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٪ًاٍ</td>
<td>ꜱةٍ</td>
<td>→ ꜱةٍ</td>
<td>ꜱةٍ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٪ًاٍ</td>
<td>ꜱةٍ</td>
<td>→ ꜱةٍ</td>
<td>ꜱةٍ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crucially, the paradigmatic and semantic alternatives fail to account for any of ZT’s metathesis errors, including the ones reported in PBI 2000, because such errors distinguish root consonants from both vowels and nonroot consonants of the word. The burden is therefore on word-based approaches to explain why only root consonants are targeted by these errors and why this happens in Arabic but not in French. We therefore contend that a morphological explanation based on the root morpheme is preferable since it can explain all of ZT’s errors without running into the problems of the surface-oriented paradigmatic and semantic approaches. We also believe that all models that do not recognize the morphemic status of the consonantal root—some of which were listed in section 1—will have to adopt some version of these paradigmatic and semantic approaches and consequently will face the same empirical difficulties.

Before we conclude this discussion, let us point out that we do not deny the role that paradigmatic information plays in the construction of grammars. A child acquiring Arabic does not extract roots and build multitiered morphological representations right away. Rather, the child starts to automatically decompose words morphologically only after acquiring enough words that form a paradigm. Only then do consonantal roots and templates emerge as organizing units in the mental lexicon and shape the analysis and representation of all words—even isolated ones—acquired subsequently.

We also believe that a paradigmatic view of the mental lexicon is compatible with morpheme-based approaches. We suggest, however, that paradigms are more relevant to the architecture of the lexicon than to the representation of word structure. In our view, a paradigm is not a mere list of words sharing form and meaning with no reference to morphemes, as in the approaches taken by Blevins (2001, 2003) and Stump (2001). Instead, it is a structured set of words that, in Arabic, share the same consonantal root (except for rare cases of suppletion). Crucially, this unit is the morpheme that binds together all the words of the paradigm and, as such, governs lexical access to and between them. This view is supported by our data from aphasia, where errors are systematically governed by the consonantal roots, and by priming experiments in Arabic, which
argue that the root is a processing unit (see Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson 2004). In a mature grammar, this root-based representation characterizes the lexical entries of native and borrowed words alike and is automatically assigned by speakers to novel words. A process of root extraction must then be allowed to apply automatically when processing a given word and building its morphological structure. Root extraction is used during language acquisition to build multilayered morphological representations of the words in the mental lexicon and continues to be used later to assign such a structure to lexical innovations (e.g., *taflaam* ‘films’ from English/French *film*, *sayyir* ‘he saved’ from English *save*, *salabat* ‘chapters’ from English *chapter*, *salib* ‘he slept’ from English *sleep*, *takaa* ‘taxis’ from English/French *taxi*), including nonwords. This process accounts for ZT’s metatheses on nonword targets, like those given in (15).

In the following section, we show that root extraction is just as active in Arabic hypocoristic formation as it is in novel words and nonwords. We will argue that it is guided by form and is insensitive to meaning.

### 5 On the Apparent Failure of Silent Glides to Resurface in Arabic Hypocoristics

We now turn to data that have been claimed to run counter to our prediction that the silent glides of roots should resurface when mapped to suitable patterns. The evidence comes from Arabic hypocoristics derived from proper names (Davis and Zawaydeh 1999, 2001, henceforth D&Z; Zawaydeh and Davis 1999). From here on, we use *name* to refer to personal proper names, and *word* to refer to any word that is not a proper name.

#### 5.1 On the Internal Structure of Arabic Names

Various studies—such as Mester 1990 and Poser 1990 on Japanese, Kahn 1976, Kager 1993, and Benna 1995 on English, and Plénat 1984, 1999 and Scullen 1993 on French—have shown that hypocoristics are based on the surface forms of names. They do not refer to any potential morphological or semantic structure. This also seems to be true in Semitic, even though speakers, name lexicographers, and even linguists typically consider that Semitic names have meaning. Thus, the Amharic hypocoristics described in Beyene 1989 are formed by adding one of several possible suffixes to the prosodically circumscribed initial *CVC(C)* sequence (underlined in (16)) of the input name. (On the notion of prosodic circumcision, see McCarthy and Prince 1995: 340.) The Modern Hebrew hypocoristics discussed in Bat-El 2005 are similar to those of Amharic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Hypocorist</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hur</td>
<td>hur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mo-cal</td>
<td>moš, maš, mašu</td>
<td>'patience'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ossay-x</td>
<td>osame, osameyye</td>
<td>'beauty' (in Ge'ez)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>txafa-ye</td>
<td>txame, tamayyye, tama, tamae</td>
<td>'my hope'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like speakers of other Semitic languages, Amharic speakers assume that their names have meaning. For instance, they will readily state that the male name *mo-cal* is coined after, or even
is, the word \( m\)\( \dot{a}\)-\( \dot{a}\)l ‘patience’. Though we will show that this cannot be true literally, we include in (16) both the morphological division (in the leftmost column) and the gloss (in the rightmost column) of the homophonous words to show that, even if we equate homophonous names and words, Amharic hypocoristics are insensitive to both morphology and meaning. As we will show next, D&Z make a significant contribution by showing that Arabic hypocoristic formation is different in that it treats names as if they had the morphological structure of their word homophones.

Some modern Arabic dialects apply the template \( CaCCuuC \) to some names to create hypocoristics expressing endearment. When a quadriconsonantal name is involved, each consonant fills one of the four \( C \)-positions, as in \( m\)\( a\)\( r\)\( s\)\( a\)m \( \rightarrow \) \( m\)\( a\)\( r\)\( s\)\( u\)\( u\)m. Medial gemination is observed with triconsonantal names, as in \( b\)\( a\)\( s\)m \( \rightarrow \) \( b\)\( a\)\( s\)\( u\)\( u\)m. Biconsonantal names behave either like \( d\)\( i\)\( m\) \( \rightarrow \) \( d\)\( a\)\( d\)\( d\)\( u\)\( u\)m or \( d\)\( a\)l \( \rightarrow \) \( d\)\( a\)l\( d\)\( a\)l\( a\)l\( u\)\( u\)l\( u\)l (D&Z 1999:90). D&Z (2001) show that the input to this hypocoristic template undergoes morphological decomposition since the mapping strips off affixes and epenthetic \( \approx \), all of which are underlined in the names in (17).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypocoristic</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ib-t-tsaam</td>
<td>bassuum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bi-dhammud</td>
<td>hammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib-doom</td>
<td>saltuum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D&Z (2001) conclude that these hypocoristics are based on the root of the input name rather than on a structureless segmental string. This property makes Arabic \( CaCCuuC \) hypocoristics different from the hypocoristics of other languages. However, D&Z argue that the extracted root is not the traditional lexical root of Arabic but an output root, a new morphological unit that shares elements of both lexical roots and surface stems. D&Z define the output root as the string of nonaffixal and nonepenthetic consonants that are realized phonetically within the stem. We will notate output roots \( \sqrt{CCC} \) to distinguish them from the usual lexical roots \( \sqrt{CCC} \). Ratcliffe (2004:85) offers an alternative analysis that does away with the language-specific notion of output root. In his view, Arabic \( CaCCuuC \) hypocoristics are formed by applying sonority stripping, a form of prosodic circumscription that extracts syllabic troughs from surface stems and makes no reference to lexical roots. Crucially, though, sonority stripping is guided by “constancy”—that is, sensitivity to recurrent phonetic strings that share “some element of reference” (p. 77). This morphosemantic guide allows sonority stripping to preserve only the nonaffixal and nonepenthetic consonants of the surface stem. Because both analyses appeal to morphological structure, we

---

9 D&Z (1999:84) and Zawaydeh and Davis (1999:134) regard the hypocoristic template of \( m\)\( a\)r\( s\)\( a\)m and \( b\)\( a\)s\( m \) as different from the hypocoristic template(s) of \( d\)\( a\)\( l\)\( d\)\( a\)l\( a\)l\( a\)l\( u\)\( u\)l\( u\)l in that the latter also includes a reduplicative morpheme. We agree—at least as far as \( d\)\( a\)\( l\)\( d\)\( a\)l\( a\)l\( a\)l\( u\)\( u\)l\( u\)l is concerned—since we have noted that speakers seldom produce reduplicated hypocoristics when presented with a nonreduplicated model. The number of \( CaCCuuC \) templates involved has no bearing on the present discussion of roots.

10 “Hypocoristic formation is sensitive to root consonants, but only as they appear in the full name” (D&Z 2001: 518).
believe that D&Z’s and Ratcliffe’s analyses are notational variants distinguished only by how language-specific their mechanisms are.

All but three of the hypocoristics cited by D&Z (1999, 2001) and Zawaydeh and Davis (1999) are, in fact, equally compatible with lexical and output roots. For instance, lexical and output roots coincide in the female name \( \approx \) ib-t-isaam: their segmental makeup is \( bsm \) in both cases. This triconsonantal sequence is the lexical root \( \sqrt{bsm} \) (also present in \( basm-a \) ‘smile (f.)’), but \( bsm \) also happens to be the consonantal sequence, or output root, that is left after epenthetic \( i \) and infixed -\( t \)- have been stripped off. If the two kinds of root coincide, what then is the justification for the new concept of output root?

D&Z (2001) base their argument on one triconsonantal name and two biconsonantal names. They argue that the silent underlying glides present in the URs of these three names fail to resurface in their corresponding hypocoristics. The triconsonantal name is \( \approx \) ayda, whose hypocoristic is \( \approx \) ayyuud, instead of the output \( \approx \) awwuud D&Z (2001:517) would expect under their analysis of this name as including the lexical root \( \sqrt{wd} \) ‘RETURN’ of the participle \( \approx \) ayda ‘the returning one (f.)’ (a dialectal form they assume to be derived as follows: /aawid-at/ N \( \rightarrow \) aayida N \( \rightarrow \) ayda N \( \rightarrow \) ayda). The two biconsonantal names are \( \approx \) diima and \( \approx \) mufiida. The hypocoristic of \( \approx \) diima is \( \approx \) dam-duum (D&Z 1999:90), rather than the output \( \approx \) dawwuum D&Z (2001:517) would expect since they view this name as being based on \( \sqrt{dwm} \) ‘CONTINUE’, a lexical root at work in the nouns \( \approx \) diim-a ‘continuous rain with no thunder or lightning’ and \( \approx \) dawaam ‘continuity’. Likewise, the hypocoristic of \( \approx \) mufiida is \( \approx \) fadfuud (D&Z 1999:90), instead of the form \( \approx \) fayyuud D&Z (2001:517) would expect on the assumption that this name includes the lexical root \( \sqrt{fyd} \) ‘BENEFIT’, involved in the adjectives \( \approx \) m-ufiid-a ‘useful (f.)’ and \( \approx \) afyad ‘more/most beneficial’.

D&Z (2001:518) perceive a formal similarity between the absence of overt glide resurfacing in these three hypocoristics and the absence of overt glide resurfacing we note in PBI 2000:615, fn. 10, in ZT’s metathesis errors. D&Z suggest that both empirical gaps would be explained if the inputs of hypocoristics and ZT’s errors were output roots (i.e., \( \sqrt{yd} \) for the name \( \approx \) ayda and \( \sqrt{mt} \) for the word \( \approx \) maat) rather than lexical roots (i.e., \( \sqrt{wd} \) and \( \sqrt{mwt} \), respectively). Ratcliffe (2004) also aims to explain these gaps but, as mentioned earlier, he uses the mechanism of sonority stripping guided by morphosemantic “constancy” instead of the notion of output root to capture the observed sensitivity to morphological structure in both hypocoristics and ZT’s errors.

At this stage of the present article, it is already clear that output roots could not possibly account for the gap in ZT’s errors since this gap has now been filled: our new corpus does display overt [\( +M \), +\( T \)] resurfacing, as in (/qawa/ \( \rightarrow \) /qaa/) error waaqi in (4c). Such errors are incompatible with D&Z’s (2001) analysis since the resurfacing glide is absent from the target’s output root. Indeed, we showed earlier that all errors exhibiting glide resurfacing are incompatible with this and other surface-based analyses. This includes Ratcliffe’s (2004) analysis, whose recourse to constancy can identify—and hence leave out—epenthetic and affixal consonants in a stem but cannot explain metathesis errors such as \( s-t-aqaam \rightarrow wai\l'tim \) in (4a) and \( m-aafaad \rightarrow fadyi \) in (4g), where the resurfacing glides arise from targets that contain neither glides nor the low-sonority vowels ii and uu (possibly interpretable as iy and uw in Ratcliffe’s analysis).

Moreover, section 3.2 documented template misselections in ZT’s errors that are the formal counterparts of CoC/CusC hypocoristics, but with the added twist that these errors, unlike
D&Z’s hypocoristics, do display overt \([−M_+T]\) resurfacing, as in (/adwəla/ → /‘udaan/ → error dawə in (6a). We argued that \([+M,+T]\) resurfacing (section 3.2.1) and \([−M,+T]\) resurfacing (section 3.2.2) errors show that the inputs of ZT’s errors consist of lexical roots rather than D&Z’s output roots or Ratcliffe’s (2004) sonority troughs.

Since (a) operations on lexical roots are attested in Semitic (e.g., in both corpora of ZT’s errors), (b) operations on whole words are needed independently (e.g., in cases of prosodic circumflexion and pure affixation; see Idrissi 2001:121), and (c) root extraction is a necessary step in processing and derivation (as we concluded in section 4), the pursuit of analytical parsimony prompts us to ask whether the additional concept of output root is needed to account for the apparent failure of glide resurfacing in D&Z’s (2001) hypocoristics. In the following section, we argue that the specifics of names already provide the tools needed to account for hypocoristic formation in Arabic without the need to introduce the concept of output root.

5.2 What’s in a Name?

D&Z’s (2001) expectation that the names Tayda, diima, and mufiida should exhibit overt glide resurfacing rests on the crucial assumption that homophonous pairs of names and words share both meaning and structure, that is, that name = word. For example, it is only when the name Tayda is equated with the word Tayd-ə ‘the returning one (f.)’ and its UR /‘aawid-at/ that one can say that the name has a silent /w/ that should resurface when mapped onto the hypocoristic CACCuuC pattern. This equation is made explicitly by D&Z (2001:517). Similarly, the hypocoristics damuuuunik and faafuud only pose a problem for glide resurfacing when their corresponding names are assumed to be based on the lexical roots √dwm and √fyd. Without equating the name diima and the word diim-ə ‘continuous rain with no thunder or lightning’, on the one hand, and the name mufiida and the word m-ufiid-ə ‘useful (f.)’, on the other hand, there would be no expectation that these names include a silent /w/ and a silent /y/, respectively. Is it in fact reasonable to think that some or all speakers equate homophonous names and words? In section 5.2.1, we examine the semantic side of this question and in section 5.2.2, its morphological side.

5.2.1 The Semantics of Names

Insights into whether names have the meaning of their word homophones can be sought in the work of philosophers and semanticists, neuropsychological behavioral data, language variation and change, and intuitions of language users. Below we examine all these sources of data and conclude that names are different from words.

5.2.1.1 The View from Philosophy and Semantics

Following the influential work of John Stuart Mill, most contemporary philosophers and semanticists consider that the meaning of a name consists mostly in reference and little sense (see Saeed 1997:28 on this Fregean distinction). While words have type reference and point to categories, names are indexicals, have token reference, and point to unique individuals (see Sorrentino 2001, Jackendoff 2002:239). As for the sense of a name, it is limited to one’s personal knowledge of the particular person bearing this name, that is, what is called identity-specific semantic knowledge by Bruce and Young (1986:306) or person 11 ‘[The name [Tayda], grammatically, is a participle (feminine) form of the verb and would have the underlying representation /‘aawida/’ (D&Z 2001:117).’
identity node by Valentine, Brennen, and Brédart (1996:190). In other words, the properties one associates with an individual named John (e.g., occupation, ethnic origin, physical and personality traits, address, phone number) do not extend to other bearers of this name (Kripke 1972:309, Bach 1987:135, McCulloch 1989:21, Kleiber 1995:13).

Because the meanings of homophonous names and words are logically distinct, no synchronic internal evidence can show that the connection between a name and a word extends beyond phonetic coincidence. This is because any name can refer to any individual irrespective of his or her actual attributes: Mr. Hassan (an Arabic male name homophonous with the adjective meaning ‘handsome’) and Mrs. Young need not be handsome or young. The names Hassan and Young refer to the particular individuals assigned these names, whereas the adjectives Hassan and young only refer to individuals displaying the properties described by these adjectives. Gardner (1954:49) argues that even those names that are coined after existing words (e.g., Hassan and Young) are meaningless. It follows that the meaning of the female name Iyada is limited to (a) its token reference (i.e., knowing who bears this name) and (b) the extralinguistic (i.e., connotative) sense consisting in whatever biographical information the speaker knows about individuals he or she happens to call by that name and the possible connotations of gender, age, social class, nationality, ethnicity, or religion. Because women called Iyada are no more involved in the activity of returning than anybody else, neither the meaning nor the silent glide of the lexical root √ıvd (glossed as ‘return’ by D&Z) can pertain to this name.

5.2.1.2 The View from Neurolinguistics Influential studies by Semenza and Zettin (1988, 1989) mark the emergence of a neurolinguistic literature dedicated to the finding that brain-damaged speakers may forget a name such as Baker while they have no problem retrieving the homophonous word baker (proper name anomia), or the reverse (common name anomia). These deficits, referred to collectively as the Baker-baker paradox, have been summarized in Cohen and Burke 1993 and documented in numerous case studies, such as McKenna and Warrington 1978, Luchelli and De Renzi 1992, Valentine et al. 1993, Fery, Vincent, and Brédart 1995, Semenza 1997, and Saetti et al. 1999. Most of these neurolinguistic studies explain this dissociation by appealing to the studies of philosophers, discussed in the preceding section, which hold that names lack the meaning of their word homophones.

These two types of anomia suggest that homophonous name-word pairs are processed by neurally and functionally distinct components of the semantic system (Müller and Kutas 1996, Lyons, Hanley, and Kay 2002:33). Neuropsychologically, then, it is not the case that Baker = baker and, hence, that name = word. Neurolinguistic data therefore corroborate the conclusion of philosophers and semanticists that names must be different from words. We now turn to synchronic and diachronic facts leading to the same conclusion.

5.2.1.3 The View from Language Variation and Change The pronunciation of a given name in Arabic can vary, while the form of its word homophone is always stable. For instance, the word [rayš-a] ‘alive (f.)’ (dial.) has a constant form, while the pronunciation of the name Aysha will range from [rayša] to [rajša], [rašša], [raašša], or even (MSA) [raašša]. More instances of names drifting away from homophonous words are given in (18). Our examples are taken from Emirati
Arabic (18a) and Moroccan Arabic (18b–c). The names in (18c) have the structure of a possessor + possessee noun phrase, but their lack of meaning obscures their original internal structure and prompts speakers to treat them as mere sequences of sounds. This explains the loss of some segments in the name forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSA word form</th>
<th>Dialectal name forms</th>
<th>MSA word form</th>
<th>Dialectal name forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Yaash</td>
<td>Yaahi, Yaahi, Yaahi, Yaahi</td>
<td>sa1laid</td>
<td>sa1laid, sa1laid, ri1laid, ri1laid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaar/ad-a</td>
<td>Yaar/adu, Yaar/adu, Yaar/adu</td>
<td>xali1f/a</td>
<td>xali1f/a, xli1f/a, xli1f/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-amir-a</td>
<td>mumi1ra, mumi1ra, mumi1ra</td>
<td>Jum1li/a</td>
<td>Jum1li/a, Jum1li/a, Jum1li/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa1hul</td>
<td>sa1hul, sa1hul, sa1hul</td>
<td>Tawwad</td>
<td>Tawwad, Tawwad, Tawwad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-aba1n</td>
<td>mubu1ru, mubu1ru, mubu1ru</td>
<td>Mu1harak, Mu1harak, Mu1harak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. faa1tim-a</td>
<td>faa1timu, faa1timu, faa1timu</td>
<td>m-ubu1rak</td>
<td>m-ubu1rak, m-ubu1rak, m-ubu1rak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Ya1du</td>
<td>Ya1dullahu, Ya1dullahu, Ya1dullahu</td>
<td>Ya1bdulluqadur, Ya1bdulluqadur, Ya1bdulluqadur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ya1du</td>
<td>Ya1dullahu, Ya1dullahu, Ya1dullahu</td>
<td>Ya1bdulluqadur, Ya1bdulluqadur, Ya1bdulluqadur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ya1du</td>
<td>Ya1dullahu, Ya1dullahu, Ya1dullahu</td>
<td>Ya1bdulluqadur, Ya1bdulluqadur, Ya1bdulluqadur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ya1du</td>
<td>Ya1dullahu, Ya1dullahu, Ya1dullahu</td>
<td>Ya1bdulluqadur, Ya1bdulluqadur, Ya1bdulluqadur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ya1du</td>
<td>Ya1dullahu, Ya1dullahu, Ya1dullahu</td>
<td>Ya1bdulluqadur, Ya1bdulluqadur, Ya1bdulluqadur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Moroccan Arabic, some names are homophonous with simple definite noun phrases: for example, l-m1xtar ‘the chosen one’, l-m1hdi ‘the guided one’, and l-kaml-a ‘the perfect one (f.)’. While the phrases always display the definite article, their homophonous names can lose it (even though a name is, by definition, definite since it refers to a known individual). Thus, the name forms l-m1xtar, l-m1hdi, and l-kaml coexist with m1xtar, m1hdi, and kaml, but the homophonous phrases do not.

To conclude, evidence from language variation and change confirms that names are isolates that are linguistically dissociated from words. Originally homophonous name-word pairs can drift.
apart because the lack of semantic load in names makes them linguistic isolates, while words must evolve consistently with the other members of their paradigms.

5.2.1.4 The View from Native Intuitions We noted in section 5.2.1.1 that plain logic shows that (for example) Baker and baker bear no semantic relationship to each other, in section 5.2.1.2 that neuropsychology shows that the two words are accessed differently, and in section 5.2.1.3 that they behave differently both synchronically and diachronically. Do native speakers consider that Baker ≠ baker anyway? D&Z (2001) claim that they do precisely that. For instance, D&Z expect the overt resurfacing of /w/ in the hypocoristic of the name Sayda because they equate what they assume to be its lexical root, √wd, with that of the homophonous word Sayd-a ‘the returning one (f.)’ (dialect), itself related to Soad-a ‘he returned’ and Sowd-a ‘returning’. The authors of some Arabic name dictionaries do intst that Sayda shares the root √wd of Soad-a ‘he returned’ (Baker 2003:362), but there are other name lexicographers who link this name to the homophonous word Suyd-a ‘visiting or nursing (the sick) (F.)’, containing the root √yd of lSuyd-a ‘visiting (the sick), clinic’ (Al-Khairraj 1976:433, Talaas and ‘uday 1985:213, Naasifi 1988:261), or even to Suyd-a ‘celebrating (a religious feast) (F.)’, sharing the root √yd of Suyd ‘feast’ (Tamer 2004:50).

The latter two interpretations—which also rely on homophony and which are as plausible as any since they are readily made by some Arabic speakers—would avoid the problem posed by the apparent lack of overt resurfacing in Sayyuud: /w/ does not surface in this hypocoristic because the lexical root of the word from which Sayda is coined actually has an underlying /y/ for these speakers.

Because, to match names and words, a speaker can only rely on homophony, names are like inkblot tests; they have no intrinsic meaning but one is free to discern a meaning anyway. The name Rose may invoke nothing to one English speaker, a flower to another, and the past tense of rise to a third. It may even invoke the color pink to a fourth speaker who is familiar with French (where rose also means ‘pink’) or the word for ‘rice’ to a fifth speaker who masters Arabic (where [r'uz, ruz] means ‘rice’), since reactions to crosslinguistic homophony have long been documented (e.g., Haas 1951, Leslau 1959). There being no right or wrong answer to the question ‘What does this name mean to you?’, individual speakers are free to hazard creative or educated guesses.

Interestingly, this exercise in free association is widespread in the Arab world, as revealed by a common Arabic expression: 7um Talaau m-usammna ‘the name suits the named one’ (literally ‘name on named’). Historical anecdotes abound of metalinguistic reactions to the connotations of names (ibn Al-Zubair and Badawi 1991:22ff., Sublet 1991). Some hadiths report that the prophet Mohammed favored people and places that bore names evoking positive connotations, and that he even renamed people whose names had negative connotations (Geoffroy and Geoffroy 2000:23–26). We claim, however, that this exercise in free association, based as it is on homophony or received wisdom, cannot be the linchpin of a synchronic analysis of hypocoristic formation representing the grammar of a speech community. There are several reasons for this.

First, it is still the case that Mr. Hassan need not be handsome. Second, Arabic speakers will perceive or process this name differently: some may link it to ‘handsome’, some to ‘good’
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(as in ‘good work’), and possibly some to nothing. Third, even if all Arabic speakers were etymologically gifted, the assumption that hypocoristic formation decomposes names by relying on meaning cannot be true since clearly senseless and borrowed names also form CaCCuuC hypocoristics, as in Maryaum \(\rightarrow\) maruyuum, Lauren \(\rightarrow\) laaruum, and Angela \(\rightarrow\) naalzään (Zawaydheh and Davis 1999:117, 136). The fourth reason is that it is actually easy to find Arabic names whose meaning is not readily available, even though speakers form hypocoristics from these names as well. The evidence for this is fourfold. First, some names are homophonous with words unknown to most native speakers, such as laylāa ‘wine, alcohol or its intoxicating effect’ and ḍīm-a ‘continuous rain with no thunder or lightning’ (whose lack of overt glide resurfacing in unattested *dayyuum earned it a place as one of the three problematic hypocoristics invoked by D&Z).12 Second, some names sound different enough from possible word matches that even name dictionaries can only venture possible links; for example, nihaad is not homophonous with any word of Arabic, but Baker (2003:377) relates it to nahd ‘elevated piece of ground, female breasts, lion’. Third, some names clearly owe their alleged glosses to folk etymology. For instance, dyaana is glossed as the Roman goddess of hunting in Talaas and ‘uday 1985:121 and Naasif 1988:241, but it is also, more creatively, derived from ḍīn ‘religion, belief’ (‘dayn) in Al-Arma’out 1989:113 and even from ‘dayn ‘LENT’ (see dayn ‘debt’) in D&Z 2001:517. Fourth, some names are always listed without glosses, for example, bilal, maawiya, ‘irin, ‘arwaad, and sonya.

5.2.1.5 A Unified Linguistic Account Knowing a word entails knowing (at least) four types of specification: its form (phonological field), distribution (syntactic field), structure (morphological field), and meaning, that is, reference and sense (semantic field). We suggest that personal names have all of these fields but that their semantic field is deficient: it has space for reference and extralinguistic (i.e., connotative) sense but not for linguistic (i.e., definitional) sense. This representation accounts for the philosophers’ and semanticists’ views commented upon in section 5.2.1.1 and the neurolinguistic facts shown in section 5.2.1.2. Since the lexical specifications of homophonous names and words are different, they cannot share the same lexical entries and must be interpreted (section 5.2.1.1), processed (section 5.2.1.2), and perceived (section 5.2.1.4) differently. It also stands to reason that they evolve separately (section 5.2.1.3).13

Allerton (1987:72) and Brennen (2000:143) posit that even when a name evokes a sense to a speaker at first, the sense of the homophonous word becomes less salient and less readily accessible as the name comes to be used by this person more as an indexical referring to an individual than as a word bearing sense. We agree with this scenario but think that linguistic sense is never present in the name: it is the novelty of the homophony that gives some speakers

---

12 It has indeed been our experience that many speakers are incapable of quoting the meanings of the very names they claim to have meaning, as with the names luayn ‘silver’, zaynab ‘beautiful fragrant plant’, laarum ‘female mountain goats’, laylāa ‘spleen, delicate’.  
13 Even if a homophonous name-word pair shared one lexical entry, the name and the word would be linked to different structures and meanings, which is a notational variant of having two lexical entries.
the illusion that a name shares the sense of a homophonous word. As that novelty wears off, so
does the incorrect feeling that the name may have had sense in the first place (whether it is to
the person naming a child or to the person first exposed to a name). Even if, because of cultural
reinforcement, some speakers keep the link between homophonous name and word active, such
a link would remain extralinguistic and could neither become linguistic nor be valid across a
community for the simple reason that anyone can treat homophony as he or she pleases, since it
is governed by shared surface phonology rather than by shared abstract attributes such as meaning.
It follows that no sense-sensitive hypocoristic rule can be valid across speakers.

If not sense, then, what causes the affix stripping in Arabic CaCCuuC hypocoristics? We
will argue below that Arabic names can (but need not) be assigned a morphological structure—also
on a speaker-specific basis—and that this is what hypocoristics can be sensitive to (though this
is again up to the individual speaker). Evidence for this comes from hypocoristic formation and
a set of aphasic errors. We predict that, because speakers assign morphological structure to names
solely on the basis of their surface form, some names may be assigned different structures simply
because their surface form allows for more than one analysis. Let us now assess this prediction.

5.2.2 The Morphology of Names

We suggest that the affix stripping at work in Arabic hypocoristics is guided by form alone. In addition to linguistic evidence (such as names retaining morpholog-
ical structure after the meaning of the original word is lost; see J. Anderson 2003), there is recent
psycholinguistic evidence that morphemic division can emerge without recourse to sense. Longtin
(2003) and Longtin, Segui, and Halle (2003) compile such evidence from priming experiments
in French showing facilitation effects between semantically unrelated but morphologically related
words (e.g., département ‘department’ and départ ‘departure’), but these facilitation effects are
known to be especially clear and consistent in Semitic. Studies on Arabic (e.g., Boudelaa and
Marslen-Wilson 2000) and on Hebrew (e.g., Frost, Deutsch, and Forster 1997, Deutsch, Frost,
and Forster 1998, Frost et al. 2000) report cross-modal priming effects between homophonous but
semantically unrelated roots in Arabic and Hebrew but not in English. The current psycholinguistic
consensus is that Semitic languages—possibly because of their strong constraints on possible
word patterns—have morphologies that are rich enough to prompt speakers to extract roots in
the absence of semantic cues, even in names and isolated words (Plaut and Gonnerman 2000:
479).

To test these claims, we conducted a follow-up experiment in 2004 in which ZT was presented
with a list of names in a reading-aloud task. To avoid uncertainty about which member of a
homophonous name-word pair ZT might have erred on, in (20) we report only errors on names
that do not coincide with any word of Arabic (as far as we can reasonably state from our elicita-
tions). Epenthetic consonants are underlined in the target column. The \[−M,+T\] errors in (20a)
are instances where ZT possibly extracts the root from a name and produces a word based on
the same root. One exception to this is the last item in (20a), which could be a case of affix
stripping, a common error in ZT’s performance. (20b) presents \[−M,+T\] errors in which the
output is a word but can also be a name. (20c) lists \[−M,+T\] errors where the output can only
be a name. The \[+M,+T\] errors in (20d) combine metathesis and template misselection.
These aphasic errors on names and D&Z’s (2001) hypocoristics both show that affixal and epenthetic consonants are treated differently from root consonants in names, and hence that names undergo morphological decomposition. The arguments presented in sections 5.2.1.1–5.2.1.3 have, we believe, established that the morphological decomposition of names, if it happens at all, cannot be guided by sense. This suggests that—as in the priming experiments we just cited—the extraction of the root is guided by the prevalence of a rich morphology that imposes a polymorphemic analysis on all names and all words. It remains to be determined whether homophonous name-word pairs, such as the name ʿibtisam and the word ʿib-t-isam ‘smiling’, share the same lexical root (sense being encoded in the word itself, not in the root, as in Larcher 1995) or have distinct but homophonous lexical roots that ZT’s errors and Arabic hypocoristics simply treat as equivalent.

Since names are semantic isolates whose morphological analysis can only depend on their surface form, their lexical roots are likely to be as close to the surface as possible, which is exactly the generalization that D&Z’s output roots were meant to capture in the first place. Under the view that names lack sense, the simplest possible lexical roots of the names ʿayda, ʿdima, and ʿmuftida will be ʿyda, ʿdm, and ʿfda, respectively. When mapped to the template CaCCuuC, these lexical roots will yield the correct hypocoristics ʿayyuud, ʿdmduum, and ʿfduud. As soon as sense is no longer imposed upon names, these three hypocoristics cease to be problematic. We conclude that output roots turn out to be an unnecessary addition to the array of linguistic units required for analyzing Arabic word structure.

Another crucial difference between our analysis, on the one hand, and D&Z’s and Ratcliffe’s analyses, on the other hand, is that we claim that speakers do not simply operate on those phonetic consonants that are nonaffixal and nonepenthetic. Rather, we claim that speakers—being unguided by sense—will either (a) posit roots that are surface true or (b) posit more abstract roots when attempting to undo the effects of the glide-specific rules presented in section 4.1. Recall that, in our analysis, the UR and the morphological structure assigned to names are up to individual speakers. No speaker (and no linguist) can speak for the community when it comes to the analysis of names since we are dealing with extralinguistic competence unguided by sense. Because of
the rich allomorphic variations exhibited by weak roots, the analysis will vary across names and across speakers. For instance, [ii] may stand for /ii/, which is the zero hypothesis, but also for /iy/, /yi/, /yu/, /uy/, /wi/, or /iw/ (see (12)). Our own elicitations from students and colleagues in the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia coincide with D&Z’s results. However, they also bring forth four alternative forms crucially revealing that some speakers posit an abstract UR. All of the CotCCuuC hypocoristics we present in (21)–(24) come from our investigations; they are all distinct from the CotCCuuC hypocoristics documented by D&Z (1999, 2001) and Zawaydeh and Davis (1999).\footnote{Like D&Z, we omit the -a, -e, -i suffixes that are sometimes added to some of the hypocoristics we collected (e.g., ãammad-u, saaflu-u, saaflu-u, the last suffix standing for the first person singular possessive).} We first consider hypocoristics that conform to D&Z’s results. The examples in (21) show that the morphological decomposition is a solid empirical effect extending beyond the data presented by D&Z in their three articles. Epenthetic consonants are underlined.

(21) Name Hypocoristic Name Hypocoristic
  a. yazan yazzuun sayf sayyuuf  
  b. ãahlaam hallaam zaflaaah faraaah  
  c. ammaaam hammaam m-sabbuuh sabbuuh  
  d. ãadnaa srmnaa ssrmnaa  
  e. makkaal zaakkuuy badriyy-a badduuer  
  f. õakkaal zaakkuuy badriyy-a badduuer  
  g. m-saaa zayyuum haam-aa/ hassuun  
  h. ãayu-aay haaayyuuf laam-aa/ lammuuyu  
  i. ãambuut naflaaal  
  j. ãal-yaay-y-yu zammuuh faay-yaal faasuuu  
  k. ãaay-yaay-h hadduuer  

The names in (21a) lack epenthetic and affixal consonants altogether; hence, all of their consonants are treated as root consonants and preserved. Those in (21b–d) do not appear in D&Z’s three
articles, but their epenthetic (b), prefixal (c), or suffixal (d) consonants appear there in other names. The remaining examples introduce nonroot consonants that do not appear in D&Z’s data. They are epenthetic consonants (21e–f), prefixal consonants (21g), suffixal consonants (21h), and the diminutive infixed morpheme -ay- in its modern position (21i) and (what is possibly) its archaic position (21j).15 (The diminutive infix is arguably more of a vocalic pattern than an infix.) All of these examples comply with D&Z’s generalizations.16 We now turn to those hypocoristics that behave otherwise.

In each example in (22), a nonroot consonant is preserved in the hypocoristic pattern in the way only root consonants should be.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(22) Name</th>
<th>Hypocoristic</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Hypocoristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /asmaay/</td>
<td>äasmaa</td>
<td>äsmüm</td>
<td>äyman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>äzümüm</td>
<td>äzümüm</td>
<td>äqasüm</td>
<td>äzwümüm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/żyayam/</td>
<td>úzyayam</td>
<td>úzyayum</td>
<td>úzyayum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/m-uíid-a/</td>
<td>maffaad</td>
<td>m-sûniir(a), m-í mãaãa</td>
<td>mannumur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-ii</td>
<td>m-ii</td>
<td>m-ii</td>
<td>m-ii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g-b-yaar-y-a/</td>
<td>lazâyay</td>
<td>lazayy</td>
<td>lazayy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/sult.-aáns/</td>
<td>salt .uun</td>
<td>adn-aan</td>
<td>adnuun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/sind.-iyy-a/</td>
<td>sanduuy</td>
<td>áat</td>
<td>naat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/saar.-aáh/</td>
<td>sarruuh</td>
<td>/áad-ãah/</td>
<td>/áaduuh/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These new data show that speakers are actually free to decompose names thoroughly, partially, or not at all, as befits lexical items whose morphological analysis is conducted in the absence of semantic information. The epenthetic consonants (22a), prefixal consonants (22b), and suffixal consonants (22c) of these names are treated as root consonants here, whereas they were treated as nonroot consonants in (21) and in D&Z’s hypocoristics.17 There are even doublets or quasi

---

15 According to Fleisch (1983:99), the rare -ay- pattern (or infix) in (21j) indicates both diminutives and augmentatives. For him, fays. al is the augmentative of ‘judge’ and ãaydar is the diminutive of ‘pebble’. This -ay- is no longer productive in the first syllable, but some speakers clearly still treat it as affixed in the hypocoristics of (21)).

16 All these alternative hypocoristic forms differ from D&Z’s (2001) results, most likely for two reasons. First, all of D&Z’s consultants were from Amman, Jordan. Most of our consultants were from the United Arab Emirates and Kuwait, though a few of them were from Saudi Arabia, Oman, Egypt, Syria, and Jordan. Second, D&Z’s (1999:85) data collection was based on multiple choice: “For each name, speakers were given one or more choices of possible hypocoristic forms, and were asked to circle any that they thought were appropriate for the name. If none of the listed hypocoristics seemed appropriate, speakers were asked to write in one that they considered suitable for the name.” In our own elicitations, six name-hypocoristic pairs were presented as examples to our consultants, after which they were simply asked to come up with their own hypocoristics for other names they could think of. This difference in methodology is likely to have influenced the results in that we provided less guidance.

17 Such cases abound in Arabic. Idrissi (2001:107ff.) proposes a process of affixation of prefixal and epenthetic material to the root that creates complex roots. He shows that this incorporation is frequent in Arabic (and Berber) morphology. It can be seen in prefixed triliteral nouns selecting the broken plural pattern of quadriliteral nouns, such as m-adras-a ‘school’ – madaaris ‘schools’, on a par with quadriliteral /H9258 a /H9258 a ‘fox’ – /H9258 a /H9258 a ‘foxes’. It can also be seen in prefixed triliteral stems serving as the derivational input of quadriliteral verbs, such as ta-madras-a ‘he attended school’, on a par with quadriliteral ta-dahra /H9258 /H9258 ‘he rolled (reflexive)’. A similar phenomenon is
doublets where the same prefix or name can be treated either way. For instance, the epenthetic glottal stop can be left out or not: \( \text{laaf} \rightarrow \text{laaruuf} \) in (21a) but \( \text{ayman} \rightarrow \text{aymuun} \) in (22a), even though the two names share the same pattern. Note the total freedom of analysis and irrelevance of sense revealed by the alternative hypocoristic form \( \text{ammuun} \): the glide of the name \( \text{ayman} \) is ignored to the benefit of the glottal stop even though the glide belongs to the “accepted” root \( \sqrt{ymn} \). We have not come across hypocoristics treating the diminutive morpheme \(-ay\) as part of the root (to parallel its exclusion from the hypocoristics in (21i–j)), but we expect a wider empirical study to uncover such data. All the data in (22) are incompatible with D&Z’s output roots and Ratcliffe’s sonority stripping since both approaches exclude epenthetic and affixal consonants.

We have just documented cases where nonroot consonants are incorporated into CaCCuuC hypocoristics, but we have also found instances where silent root consonants are posited and resurface in such forms.

\[
\begin{array}{|l|l|l|l|l|l|}
\hline
\text{Name} & \text{Hypocoristic} & \text{Name} & \text{Hypocoristic} & \text{Name} & \text{Hypocoristic} \\
\hline
\text{a. raami} & \text{rammuuy} & \text{uuli} & \text{vluuuy} & \text{faadi} & \text{vluuuy} \\
\text{faadi} & \text{fadduuy} & \text{haadi} & \text{hadduuy} & \text{zaki} & \text{zakkuuy} \\
\text{b. riima} & \text{rammuuy} & \text{mnuuza} & \text{maazzuuy} & \text{huda} & \text{haddnuw,} \\
& & & & & \text{haddnuw} \\
\text{uula} & \text{vaalluuy} & \text{hiba} & \text{habbuuy} & \text{hala} & \text{haliuuy} \\
\text{hala} & \text{halluuy} & \text{rata} & \text{rahmuuy} & \text{huda} & \text{haddnuw} \\
\text{duha} & \text{dahbiuuy} & \text{lama} & \text{lammuuy} & \text{luta} & \text{lammuuy} \\
\text{suha} & \text{saahbiuuy} & \text{nada} & \text{nadduuy} & \text{nuta} & \text{nammuuy} \\
\text{rida} & \text{radbiuuy} & \text{rata} & \text{raalnuuy} & \text{saara} & \text{sammuuy} \\
\text{saafa} & \text{safiyuuuy} & \text{yaafa} & \text{yadduuy} & \text{saafa} & \text{sammuuy} \\
\text{c. riima} & \text{rayyuum} & \text{diima} & \text{dayyuum} & \text{saara} & \text{sammuuy} \\
\text{d. nuuf} & \text{nawwuuf} & \text{nura} & \text{nawwuwr} & \text{nuha} & \text{nahwuwr} \\
\end{array}
\]

None of the hypocoristics in (23) are compatible with output roots; the observed overt glide resurfacing proves that some speakers posit abstract URs that go beyond the phonetic makeup of the source names. Some consultants exhibited overt glide resurfacing with most [i]-final names, as shown in (23a). This suggests that some speakers analyze the final vowel [i] as including /y/.

found in Classical Arabic diminutivized plurals such as \( \text{usayyab} \) ‘friends (diminutive)’; the epenthetic glottal stop is extracted from the surface form of \( \text{usayyab} \) ‘friends’ along with the consonants of the root \( \sqrt{sb} \). Within a word-based approach, Hammond (1988:254) treats such correspondences as output-to-output segmental transfer.
possibly by analogy with colloquial naasī 'he who forgot' (MSA /naasī/ → naasī in (12a)).

Likewise, some consultants exhibited the same overt glide resurfacing with some [a]-final names, as in (23b). It appears that these speakers also analyze these names as /y/-final, by analogy with /ramay-a/ (prepausal) /ramay/ ramaa 'he threw' in (12a). They are not guided by the URs of the homophonous words, since some of these words actually end with /w/; the word ride 'acceptance, agreement, blessing' is homophonous with the name ride but may be said to involve the root /rīw/ (see ridwan 'blessings'). Only one a-final name (had-a → hadduw, hadduw) is also treated as possibly ending in /w/, possibly by analogy with /danaw-a/ (prepausal) /danaw/ → danaa 'he came near' in (12b). The observed preference for a final /y/ over a final /w/ may be due to insufficient data or, more likely, to a constraint (pointed out by D&Z (2001: 517, fn. 4)) leading to the avoidance of combinations of [uu] and [w]. It is not due to any statistical predominance of /y/-final verb roots since an analysis of Chekayri and Scheer’s (2004) database reveals that 51% of Arabic glide-final roots end in /w/ while 49% end in /y/. We also see in (23c) that the names riima and (by now familiar) diima lead to the alternative forms rayyuum and dayyuum in addition to the forms ramruum and damduum reported by D&Z (1999: 84, 90) and the alternative rammuuy listed in (23a). The alternative forms rayyuum and dayyuum seem to be due to analyzing these URs as posited /riym-a/ and /diym-a/, by analogy with /hiyl-a/ → hil-a ‘trick’ in (12a), whereas D&Z’s ramruum and damduum arise from the posited URs /rīm-a/ and /dīm-a/ that are more transparently faithful to the PR. These hypocoristics do not treat these two names as based on the lexical roots √rym and √dwm of their homophonous words.

In conclusion, the data in (23) cannot be explained by means of D&Z’s output roots. On the other hand, Ratcliffe’s (2004) analysis—based as it is on sonority stripping—could account for the /w/.

18 One might wonder why these ColloGee hypocoristics do not turn into ColloGi along the lines of /ms-armuy/: /ms-armuy/ → marmii 'thrown'. Two explanations suggest themselves. First, this could simply be due to the lack of productivity of glide-specific assimilation rules, already pointed out in footnote 8. Second, it may be that the absence of semantic networks in names makes UR-to-PR faithfulness requirements stronger on hypocoristics than they are on words.

We find this constraint to be strong over word-final /uw# sequences. Evidence for it comes from the ways in which names with root-final /w/ undergo substitution when /w/ should appear as [uuw] in the corresponding hypocoristics.

(i) Name Hypocoristic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Hypocoristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arwa</td>
<td>arruuy (≈ arruuyw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fadwa</td>
<td>fadduu (≈ fadduuw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marwa</td>
<td>mannuun (≈ mannuunw)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We find this constraint to be much weaker or even nonexistent over word-medial /uw# sequences, since the hypocoristics nawwuur and nawwuuf are acceptable to many speakers.
for (23c–d) by extracting glides from the long high vowels. It could also extract \( y \) from the word-final \( i \) in (23a) provided sonority stripping is made to apply to the MSA version of the names (which have \( ii \) in all cases). The data in (23b) remain unexplained in Ratcliffe’s approach as it now stands.

Neither D&Z’s output roots nor Ratcliffe’s sonority stripping can account for the four cases in (24).

(24) Name Hypocoristic Name Hypocoristic
a. Tayla, Tiila layya, liixa
b. safaar? saaffyu

The hypocoristic forms \( saaffyu \) and \( waffyu \) are not predicted under either analysis because, for D&Z, the input names do not include a \( [w] \) and, for Ratcliffe, the input names include neither a \( [w] \) nor a \( [u] \). Both hypocoristic forms show that speakers can go against surface forms and are free to posit any UR as long as it conforms to the rules in (12); the \( [ii] \) of \( Tiila \) and \( liixa \) can be derived from a UR that includes \( /y/ \) (12a) as well as one that includes \( /w/ \) (12b). Likewise, our view of hypocoristic formation as unguided by sense predicts that some speakers can see an analogy between the word-medial \( [ay] \) of \( Tayla \) and \( layyu \) and the word-medial \( [ay] \) of both \( sayf-\) \( a’ \) ‘scared, \( f. \)’ (dial.) (\( \sqrt{\text{sayf}} \)) and \( haya-a’ \) ‘confused, \( f. \)’ (dial.) (\( \sqrt{\text{haya}} \)). Our analysis therefore explains the variation observed in these four hypocoristic forms. Similarly, the two hypocoristics in (24b) show that speakers can go against the phonetic presence of a nonepenthetic and nonaffixal \( [i] \) to posit a \( /y/ \) in accordance with rule (13d). They do not seem to posit a \( /w/ \) because the hypocoristic forms that would result from it (*\( saffuw \), *\( waffuw \)) would violate the constraint against \( uuww \) mentioned in footnote 19.

In this section, we have shown that speakers are free to venture personal guesses about what the URs of names may be. When mapping names onto the \( CuCCuuC \) hypocoristic pattern, speakers may proceed in one of the following ways. First, they may decompose names in a way that leaves out affixal and epenthetic material. Second, they may simply incorporate this material in a new root (see Idrissi 2001:107ff. for similar cases in Arabic verbal and nominal morphology). Third, they may assign a root to the name on the basis of the quality and position of its full vowels. This confirms that there is no equation between the meaning and structure of homophonous names and words and that the input to hypocoristic formation in Arabic is a consonantal root that is extracted from the surface form of the name, extraction being guided by morphophonological regularities rather than by morphosemantic knowledge. What is more, the freedom of the abstract analysis exhibited by the hypocoristics in (22)–(24) is incompatible with analyses based on phonetic strings (even after epenthetic and affixal consonants have been excluded). The abstractness inherent in our analysis allows us to account for the observed array of data—both hypocoristics and aphasic errors. By contrast, we believe that surface-based analyses, such as those of D&Z (2001) and Ratcliffe (2004), cannot do so because their essence is to be bound to phonetic information.
6 Conclusion

This article has pursued our research program from the point where PBI 2000 left it. We had earlier argued that ZT’s aphasic errors treated the URs of Arabic and French as being of different morphemic natures. The consonants of Arabic roots were frequently metathesized while those of French roots were not. We think this empirical effect is still intractable for models of morphology that do not recognize the existence of morphemes in general and consonantal roots in particular. In the research reported here, we pursued this line of investigation by testing ZT on words based on weak roots, that is, words whose URs have traditionally been viewed as containing glides. These glides are silent in some words and audible in others. We tested ZT on words in which these glides were silent and found that they resurfaced in some errors. We argued that this demonstrates that his errors operate on underlying root morphemes rather than on fully formed words (or paradigms) or even surface strings of consonants. We extended this study to hypocoristic formation and concluded that it too shows evidence of operations on underlying root morphemes, even though ZT’s errors involved meaningful words while hypocoristic formation operates on senseless names. We now turn to the implications of our findings.

We showed that, in Arabic, words and even nonwords are automatically decomposed into consonantal roots and syllabic patterns, even in the absence of related words and semantic cues. This is done through a process of root extraction that also applies to names, whether native or borrowed. The consonantal root then emerges as an independent lexical unit that can be used to form simple words in the input-to-output fashion illustrated in the first part of (25), as in the combination of √ktb and CaaCiC to form kaatib ‘writer, writing’. More complex words may be formed in an output-to-output fashion from such words, as in the second part of (25), by means of apophony and/or mapping of a stem onto a template, as in kaatib ‘writer’ \(\rightarrow\) kattaab ‘writers’ (see Idrissi 1997:133), or by mere affixation, as in kaatib ‘writing’ \(\rightarrow\) kaatib-uun ‘writing (pl.).’

(25) root \(\rightarrow\) word 1 \(\rightarrow\) word 2

We suggest that the first part of (25) is to be privileged unless there are specific reasons to opt for the second part, a division of labor that defines a rich area of investigation. Examples of mixed approaches are expounded in Bolotsky 1999 and Arad 2003 for Hebrew, Idrissi 2001 for Arabic and Berber, and S. Rose 2003 for Ethiopian Semitic.

Surface-based approaches dispensing with lexical roots altogether must account for the external evidence discussed here. They also face at least two other challenges, one posed by the source word and the other by abstract root segments. It has often been pointed out (e.g., in Idrissi 2001, Prunet 2006:45, and references therein) that attempting to do away with Semitic roots requires the often arbitrary—and sometimes impossible—choice of an input (word 1), an output (word 2), and a direction (word 1 \(\rightarrow\) word 2). There are also numerous arguments for abstract root segments in Semitic that appear to be intractable for surface-based approaches (e.g., in Braze 1972 for Maltese Arabic, and in Marcos 1974, Bender and Fulass 1978, Voigt 1981, Podolsky 1991, S. Rose 1992, Lowenstamm 1996, Prunet 1996a,b, 1998, Banksi 2000, and Chamora and Hetzron 2000 for Ethiopian Semitic). These studies document various violations of the biunique-
ness condition—that is, instances where URs and PRs cannot be uniquely recovered from each other (Idsardi 2006)—in the segmental makeup of Semitic roots.

The other implication of our study is that phonology must allow for abstract representations. In this respect, our work joins a rich tradition in generative phonology. We believe that morphemes, just like phonemes (see Sapir 1933), are mental, cognitive units, and as such can only be abstract and need not—and, strictly speaking, cannot—be isomorphic with their allomorphs. We also concur with recent studies such as Scheer 2004 on phonological representations, LaCharité and Paradis 2005 on borrowings, and Y. Rose 2003 on the acquisition of phonology, which all point to the inadequacies of models that put the burden of analysis solely on surface forms.

Our attempt to find evidence for the abstract nature of Arabic roots led us to examine new aphasic errors. It also led us to explore hypocoristics, to understand the lack of glide resurfacing they have been claimed to display. The results of our empirical investigations of aphasic errors and hypocoristics bear out our predictions. It would be fruitful at this stage to extend the types of evidence discussed here and elsewhere to studying the templates of Arabic, which are even less understood than its roots.
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